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Generic Body Model 
SAR in the Generic Body Model
• 1g average SAR in the layered body model normalized to head tissue simulating liquid for plane wave conditions at 900MHz • increase of more than 3dB due to standing wave effects for a skin layer thickness of 2.6mm and a fat layer thickness of 24mm • enhancement between 2.0dB and 5.5dB due to standing wave effects which lead to high losses in the skin layer (3 layer model) • SAR increase of the same order of magnitude for anatomical tissue layer distribution at various regions of the body -100
Plane Wave Spectral Component Representation
• All fields excited by an antenna can be expressed as superposition of radiating and reactive waves with E-and H-polarization. The absolute value of the wave vector k is the free space wave number k 0 .
• The following cases can be distinguished:
-k x /k 0 = 0 is the plane wave case (perpendicular incidence).
-0 < | k x /k 0 | < 1 corresponds to the inclinated waves.
-k x /k 0 > 1 represents the reactive waves. k z will be purely imaginary.
• Wave propagation in the tissue for each wave can be calculated using Snell's Law and transmission line relations. The SAR can then be calculated as a function of the incident wave.
• To rigorously calculate the spatial distribution for a real antenna, numerical tools must be applied. • λ/2 dipole and generic phone with integrated antenna at 50mm in front of abdomen • tissues: skin (2mm -3.5mm), fat (7mm -15mm), muscle Normalized SAR [ dB] anatomical homogeneous SAR for Far-Field-Like Exposure at 1800MHz
• av. SAR ratio (layered / hom.) for layered plane wave model • good agreement with SAR increase observed in the VH model B r e a s t H e a r t L u n g L i v e r B i l e K i d n e y I n t e s t i n e S t o m a c h S p l e e n P a n c r e a s • significantly lower SAR in the inner organs due to attenuation of the body tissue 15,6 9,9 Visible Human Antenna above thigh (Pos. 2), distance increased by 2mm 13,7 9,2
• sitting Visible Human model • thighs and shanks separated and rotated, original body mass retained • SAR in the thigh and in the gonads assessed for 2 different positions of the laptop • SAR in the gonads more than 35dB below value in flat phantom
Summary -Exposure of the Body
• The exposure of the human body and its inner organs to radiation from dipole antennas and generic models of real world devices was assessed at various locations.
• The results confirm the findings of the theoretical analysis: For frequencies of 450MHz and above, the conservative assessment of the SAR is possible for near-field-like exposure. In the far-field, standing wave effects could be observed which are not reproduced by homogeneous phantoms.
• The evaluation of the exposure of the inner organs showed that the attenuation of the fields penetrating the body is the most relevant factor. Although the number of available anatomical models is too small to for a detailed uncertainty analysis, the findings of the theoretical evaluation show, that the maximum SAR occurs close to the body surface.
• The incident power is scaled to a peak spatial-average SAR to the exposure limits of 1.6W/kg (1g) and 2.0W/kg (10g).
• The temperature increase is calculated for free convection and insulation (adiabatic conditions) after an exposure time of 6min and 30min (steady state). 
Summary -Thermal Exposure
• For worst-case tissue composition and exposure conditions, the 1g averaging limit result in a lower temperature rise than the 10g averaging limit.
• The obstruction of heat transfer from the tissue to the environment leads to a temperature rise of more than 3.5 o C (maximum in the skin), irrespective of the frequency. This temperature rise is up to 5 times larger than that observed for free convection.
• In the anatomical model, the temperature increase is lower. A maximum of 0.23 o C occurred for free convection and 0.31 o C for adiabatic conditions. The maximum increase always occurs close to the surface. A significant increase of the temperature of the inner organs was not observed.
